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A Statement Concern:ing National Board 
And Flex Examinations: 

By Dr. Z. W. KILP~TRICK, Associate Dean 

THE NATIONAL BOARDS regularly scheduled time. Any 
All students are required to take student who wishes to ta'ke either 

the Part I and II examina.tions .of part of the National Board
the National Board of Medical examination before his class is 
Examiners. The examination will be required to take it will do so at his 

who successfully pass a new pre sen ted in an interdisciplinary 
e X.·amina tion. This examination, form with emphasis on clinical 
called Flex, has been developed by applicability. The second day is 
the Examination Institute devotedtotheclinicalscienceswith 
Committee of the Federation of questions selected from Part II 
State Medical Board in concert with examination, again presented in an 
the National Board of Medical interdisciplinary form with 
Exam:ners. It is a three day, emphasis on clinical evaluation. The 
computer graded examination, third day of examination is on 
given simultaneously throughout clinical competence and \ltilizes a 
the United States by participating pre-tested Part III examination of 
State Boards. The first day of the National -Board of Medical 
examination is devoted to basic Examiners. 

given at the times prescribed by the own expense. 
National Board. P?rt Lexam will be THE FLEX EXAMINATION-
given in mid-June after the The General Assemb:ly of 
sophomore year. Part II Georgia has passed legislation· 
examination is taken by fourth year amending the State Board of 
~tp.d'ents in April of their senior Medical Examiner Act to permit 
year. the State Board of Medical 

science material. Ninety questions A strong performance on the 
selected from the Part I National National Board examination will 
Board examination in each of the provide excellent preparation for 
six traditional areas will be this licensure examination. 

The score that each student Examiners to change its 
makes on these examinations will examination. Beginning in June 
be included in the date to be 1973, licenses to practice medicine 
considered by the Promotions in the State of Georgia will be 
Committee at the end of the year in granted by the Board to candidates 
which the examination is taken. ~==~====~==================~=-======~~~~~----------~--------------------------~ 

The National Board scores will be Curr·lculum Survey 
an important part of the 
information considered by the 
Promotions Committee and will be 
assigned appropriate weight by the 
Committee, not to exceed 40 
percent of the total grade. If a 
student wishes to be certified by 
the National Board of Medical 
Examiners, he must register as a 
candidate and made a grade of 75 
percent to satisfy the National 
Board requirements. 

A student may wish to take the 
Part I examination fn mid-June 
after his first year. The National 
Board permits this, and this. 
institution will allow · this to be 

' done. Also, the National Board 
permits a student to take the Part II 
examination in April of their third 
year. The School of Medicine will 
also permit this . 

The student who ma~es a grade 
of 75 percent or higher on either 
Part I or Part II taken before he is 
required to take it will be exempted 
from taking it at the time his class 
is regularly scheduled to take this 
examina tion. Students who take 
the examination before the 
required time and who do not make 
a grade of 7 5 percent will be 
required to take the same 
examination with their class at the 

By JESSE HESTER 

AII.99 seniors recently received a For.ty-nine answered that should institute a course which 
questionnaire which is concerned exposure to faculty teaching had would send students to surrounding 
with several items of interest to not been adequate, while II said small communities to provide 
them. This was done in order to that it had. ·Fifty-seven indicated health care for the indigent. Only 9 
learn attitudes and opinions which that more frequent contact with felt this was not a good idea. 
can be used constructively by the faculty in formal and informal Fifty-six felt more externships 
"powers that be" to improve our sessions is desirable. and preceptorships at nearby 
Phase III curricuhim. The purpose . Fifty-five said that rounds had ' community hospitals should be 
is not to criticize but to offer not presented maximal learning made available in order to acquaint 
suggestions for a better educational situations with one dissenting vote. students with general practice. 
rna trix . The fact!? speak for Forty felt that reference lists would Three seniors disagreed. 
themselves. offer a greater opportunity for (See CURRICULUM STUDY, Page 8) 

Sixty-two of 99 questionnaires learning, and 15 felt that they h;:======;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;=i 
distributed were returned. would not. Only 17.4% of courses lr 

While all 62 seniors who returned were reported to have provided 
the questionnaire felt that the reading or reference lists. CADAVER Policy 
house staff should discuss diagnosis Forty-six felt that psychiatry 
and management of patients with should be separated from the 

The policy of this paper is to print them, only 51.5% were reported to required medicine clerkship, while 
have done so. Only 33.7% of the 13 felt that it should not be those items which are presented to 

it by anyone who ~iShes to take the house staff had presented teaching separated. 
time to make his ideas known. This sess.ionstostudents,andallbutone Fifty-nine felt that the 

senior felt that this should be emergency room course should be year's staff is determined to have a 
A · d · · 0 CAl) AVER which reflects what in-improved. II 62 seniors answere , ·made mto a separate elective. nly . 

this one. two seniors disagreed. dividuals at this institution are 
Thirty-six felt that house staff Thirty-five felt that dog surgery thinking. This goal can only be ac-

training at MCG took preference should be utilized to a greater complished with material from those 
o~er the teaching of students, while degree in the required surgery not formally on the CADAVER 
21 disagreed. Thirty-two felt that clerkship, and 26 felt that this staff. We welcome any contribu-

h ld b d tions which any of you who read_ this was not desirable, while only 4 s ou not e one. 
felt that it was. Forty-nine indicated that MCG 'Lt_h_is __ p_ap_e_r __ w_is_h __ to_._m_ak_e_. ____ _. 
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A Study · into the Apperceptive Gnosis of TitiUating 
Tidbits ·and Their Effect on the Human 

Humoral System: 
Being a Survey of the Literature Abstracted ·from the .Journal 

of Irreproducible Results 

" It's been a good life." 

"Will .rou get a chance to shoot people? Ah .. . yes . .. a very 
good question .. . " 

.. 1 don't know how we'd manage withaut these royalty cheques 
· from the BBC." 

" You're supposed to blow them out." 

· ~With all due respect sir, and without any muanous 
(ntentions, I relieve you of your command, sir!" 

" This one's in marvellous condition. His first wife was a little old 
lady who hardly used him." 

fti '"a~. · . ~~ 
"It'~ just_ th~! I ne~er though/. of him getting ofd.' ~ · ·. ' ~They dgn't cdst sPell~ lil~e they Uslid to:"~ 
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I EDITORIAlS 
Godspeed 

And Editorially Speaking ... It is with more than a modicum 
of sadness that we pen a Godspeed 
to Dr. David McCorkle, who is 
leaving January 1 to assume the 

-medical school, ."Uncle Dave" was 
our first contact with MCG. 
Friendly, wise, helpful - he allayed 
our fears, propped our sagging egos, 
and made us feel welcome, not at 
all an easy task. 

Ordinarily a publication such as 
THE CADAVER and an editorialis_t 
such as myself accepts and , 
publishes criticism without reply, 
believ ing · a reader's counter 
criticism to be a logical and 
necessary component of dialogue. 
Occasionally, however, we receive 
criticism the fervor of which 
indicates that erroneous inferences 
were drawn by the readers. It is 
then binding on the editorialist to 
reassess that which he has written, 
and again strive to make clear his 
meaning. 

I refer, of course, to the letter 
from Mr. Douglas C. Beatty, found 
on page 4 of this issue. 

The letter is titled , "In Defence 
[sic] of SCAB ." In common usage, 
a defense presumes a precedent 
offense, either real or potential. 

, There is not (nor has there been) any 
attack, real or potential, on SCAB 
by either THE CADAVER or this 
writer. We merely question the 
actions of a few persons attemp ting 
to initiate a project invo)ving large 
sums of money (i ,e., the conversion 
of The Student Center snack bar to 
a "Coffee House") without 
confirmed popular support from 
the student body . SCAB may well 
have popular support, we don't 
know - but then, neither does 
SCAB . 

In the body of his impassioned 
epistle, Mr. Bea tty attempts to 
promulgate several points, most of 
which elude us completely. We fail 
to understand, for example, the 
inclusion of the statement " ... the 
year in which a.movie is produced 
is not a valid determinant of its 
merit ." 

We couldn 't agree more. In fact , 
an intensive exegesis of the editorial 
in question fails to uncover any 
disagreement with that statement. 
Indeed , we could find no reference 
to production year whatsoever. 

Secondly, (here I will dispense 
with the editorial "we"), I really 
don't , think "Ship of Fools" 
received wide critical acclaim as a 
"classic of the motion picture art." 
I believe, Mr. Beatty, you will find 
it received, at best; mixed reviews, 

and at worst, critical excoriation. In presidency of The No rthwest 
any event, even the most Georgia Junior College. We 
compassionate critic could hardly congratulate Dr. McCorkle on his 
hail "The Bobo" and "Father new post and wish him the very 
Goose" as " . .. classics of the best. Sadness there is, for we are 
motion picture art." losing a friend, advisor, confidant, 

His achievements here are 
positive. He is a builder, an 
optimist, a friendly critic, and is , 
always involved in The Medical 
College and its students. He is our 
friend , our helpmeet We shall miss 
him. -

- Jim Ettien 

But enougjl - we hold no brief and helpmeet (surely one of the 
against SCAB films or the majority most beautiful wotds in the 
of their other activities. Closer language.) For all of us, thrashing 
reading of the editorial should about in that great green ' sea of 
make this apparent, even to the anxiety that attends application to 
most undiscerning reader. 1---..:....::...... _ _ ___ __:..:_ ____ +----------------'---

To continue I fail to 
understand Mr. Beatty's reference 
to me as a "parsimonious penman;" 
my friends consider me quite 
generous. 

Mr. Beatty accuses us (I here 
revert to the editorial plural) of 
being a nefarious cabal, a scheming 
and sinister ink-smeared monster 
lurk!ng in the "vaccum" of 
cynicism, ready to pounce on any 

From The Left ------.1 
My Lai 

-David Kirkpatrick 

student initiative and ' "-stiffle ,, it to rr;;;;;;;--;;;-;;;;;;;-;;:-.=-::-::-::=====~;;;..;;;;::::;;:;il;;::::;;;;::==========::::; 
death. We direct Mr. Beatty's 
attention to THE CADAVER 
Policy as it appears on the front 
page of this issue. 

And finally, to that burning 
question, limned with incandescent 
passion and pulsing with wild-eyed 
righteous indignation, ''and who 
gave YOU [THE CADAVER] our 
money." As we reacall, Mr. Beatty, 
as a Student Council representative, 
YOU did. 

In short, we maintain the best 
interests of the student body are 
not served when a few students 
seek to use SCAB as a vehicle to 
effect large-scale and questionable 
changes in campus facilities. We do 
not gainsay SCAB , its original 
charge from the Student Council, 
or its chairman. We do feel, 
however, that the question of the 
Coffee House has yet to be 
resolved, and that the entire 
student body deserves more 
consideration than it has apparently 
been given. Inasmuch as Mr. Beatty 
himself found the Coffee House 
"disgusting," we can only marvel at 
the depths of his passion , and can 
only guess at the presence of some 
long-restrained hostility finally 
bubbling forth . 

- Jim Ettien 

FAT MAN'S. 
CORNER 

1545 Gwinnett' Street 
In Better Augusta, Georgia 30904 

Daniel Village 

Florist 

AT DANIEL VILLAGE 
PHONE 733-3614 

DANIEL VILLAGE 

Package Shop 

For Red Carpet Service 

·coLONIAL 
STORES 

MEN'S WEAR 

7!58 BROAD STREET 

AUGUSTA,GA.30902 

TELEPHONE 722-3883 

The 
Carriage 
House 

1857 GORDON HIGHWAY 

AUGUSTA, GA. 

MONTE SANO PHARMACY, Inc. 

We are pleased to offer the most im
-pressive array of fine imported and 
domestic wines available in the city . 
Our staff will ~elcome your visit and 
assist you in selecting wine for personal 
use or for gifts: 

·NO COVER -NO MINIMUM 
HAPPY HOUR 11:30 • 7 P.M. 

1424 MONTE SANO AVE. PHONE 736-2553 Bax Drinks .50 
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Book Review 

On Death And Dying 
By ELISABETJI KUBLER-ROSS, M.D. 
The Macmillan Company, 247 p. · 

December 22, 1969 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
"In Defence (sic) of SCAB" 

Example Of Spontaneous 
Dear Cadaver, 

Who is Jim Ettion? [sic] Is that 
n;ame really · a 'paranomastic 
Cryptogram' for a class 'D' attempt 

A woman being wheeled depression, and hopefully, a final Compassion In Action . at journalism, or is he the acrid 
(railroaded?) to surgery screams, stage of acceptance in which the issuance that spews now and then 
becomes grossly psychotic, . and patient exists in a state nearly from the vaccum [sic] of cynicism? 
displays paranoid symptoms. Her devoid of feeling and may shun I must complement [sic] this 
symptomatology is · justified' - she further human contact. Almost daily we read of student venomous sleuth for so cleverly 
is indeed being persecuted by ·her 3. We should perhaps not ask, action across the Nation reflecting concealing himself among those who 
husband and physicians who cannot "Should I tell him?" but rather, opposition to the Establishment. have obviously enjoyed the SCAB 
face what she has already accepted "How should I share this Recently the son of a fellow activities to date. 
- that death is inevitable, surgery knowledge with him?" student became very ill, and after a I will once and for all concede a 
offering only meaningless palliation 4. Those patients did best whose week of intensive care finally died. single point to our parsimonious 
for a few more weeks. This doctors from the start offered them D u r i rig t h e p e rio d of penman, that is, I too, was initially 
prolongation only means that she some shred of hope, even if scarcely hospitalization, fellow students be w i Ide red by the ear ly 
must again go through the anguish justified by the facts. The · author rotated to sit and provide nursing communiques of SCAB. After all, 
ofcuttinghertiestothelovedones cites the case of the children held care for the child on a 24 hour any organization with so 
she will inevitably lose. by the Nazis at Terezin who basis. At death, the student body sinister-sounding a name and with 

It is ironic that our host of sustained their courage to the end. attended a church memorial service such an alluring facade of student 
techniques, procedures, drugs, and en mass, 'and in such impressive intiative [sic] and effort, must be 
equipment for prolonging life will "If in barbed wire things can bloom number to do your heart good. This damned and stiffled [sic] from the 
eventually force us, individually Why couldn't I? I will not die!" was no artificial act to impress, but struggling start. Unfortunately, 
and collectively, into a searching Anon. 1944 a n a c t of s p o·n tan eo us however, I attended the SCAB 
re-examination of our approach to heartwarming compassion. movie and .coffee house BEFORE 
the dying. The arithmetical equality hesitate to label anything CHEERS TO OUR STUDENT watching our junior journalist shoot 

.of numbers of births and numbers "required reading" for anyone, but BODY. from the lip. I was impressed by the 
of deaths assures us of the eyentual in this case the label fits MARY M. LEWIS former, much disgusted by the 
fall of night which must come to comfortably . Executive Secretary latter. 
our finest efforts to prolong the life -Ellis Malone MCG Foundation I would take issue with our 
of others. It is easy to draw the 1-------~~-~~~--.l-----------------l shrewed [sic] campus comm entator 
corollary which follows from this on at least two points. First , the 
axiom: We ourselves are destined year in which a movie is produced 
for annihilation. It is thus perhaps is not a valid determinant of its 
understandable that there has been merit. Specifically, 'Ship of Fools' 
little discussion of the human ~ .has been called by most. critics a 
problems of dying patients. Dr. classic of the motion picture art, 
Kubler-Ross' book provides a goop ~ ~ /»? tJ. /HJ not a 'Grade B' movie. Second, and 
starting point for the ~~/ ''(1 • -~J · moreimportant,Ipointouttoyou, 
profession-wide soul searching J.E ., one very important fact. The 
which must come. Two hundred individuals responsible for this news 
presumably terminally ill patients paper, [sic] which most often 
at the University of Chicago Billings oscillates between the insipid and 
Hospital were interviewed by Dr. the repulsive, represent less of a 
Kubler-Ross and her co-workers. cross section of our student body 
The problems of their illness, their than does SCAB. 'WHO IN THE 
families, and their impending death HELL' gives YOU · our student 
were frankly explored. None of the · activity money? If the time has 
patients was made worse by this come to reconsider the priorities of 
procedure . . Many, indeed, improved our student Council budget, you 
in appetite and spirits during their ,.,. should feel certain uneasiness 
final days, and in a number of 'fokrsotj d6.,'fyou~ 1 ..,1( -f\-t•+'su..-""" .. :. creeping about you. 
cases, once they were aided in &\en'L '(".Q.;>trrct1c~'"~ a... blf- ~o In conclusion, I support the 
dismantling a facade of "all is activities of SCAB, and encourage 
well," they were able to effect a all other students of the school to 
final rapprochement which might d o t h e s a m e . 
otherwise not have been possible. DOUGLAS.C.BEATTY. [sic] 

I think a n urn ber of tentative "r· ::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::::::::::::::::::::;r;:::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::::::::!:::~:;;:;::;;;::;:;;:::::;;::;;:::::::::::::;:=;t 
conclusions are warranted by the 
results of this work: 

1. Supporting the patient in a 
denial of his predicament is a 
pointless exercise which may 
prevent needed meaningful 
communication between the 
patient and his family. 

2. Patients faced with dying 
work through a number of 
emotional stag·es, either 
simultaneously or successively. 

RENT AND SAVE 

AUGUSTA 
RENTAL 

COMPANY 
"We rent most everything" 

2569 Centra I Avenue 

Phone 736-4606 

These include denial, ange~_, '---"'!"'!" ..... -'"""'!'O""'!"""...,. .................... ..J 

Compliments of 

Lily-Tulip Cup Corporation 

/550 Wrightsboro Road, Augusta, Georgia 
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Experiences In A Thai Hospital 
For many months before I went 

to Thailand this past summer, many 
persons thought it strange that 
anyone would want to go there to · 
study. It was very amusing to hear 
the conjecturing about all the 
atrocities which would befall me 
during my alleged ill-fated 
excursion. Well, four months later I 
have returned, and none of these 
dire predictions came true. I did 
not join a leper colony, contract 
malaria fever, or take the first 
penicillin injection. 

I worked in a small Thai 
Government hospital located in the 
ceritral plains of the country in one 
of the finest rice-growing regions of 
the world. The community, 
Phrabuddhabat , which in Thai 
means "footprint of Buddha," was 
located 136 kilometers north of 
Bangkok. There were only eight 
doctor.s to staff the 260 bed 
hospital which was usually filled 
beyond capacity. 

The facilities were very good, 
and in fact much better than I had 
anticipated. There were newly 
constructed operating room, 
radiology and laboratory suites. 
There were also new wings for 
OB-GYN, private and Buddhist 
monk patients. The 'type of 
laboratory tests available were 
comparable tb what would be 
found in a community hospital in a 
small American town. We also 
could have special tests performed 
by the SEATO Laboratories in 
Bangkok. The hospital was 
organized similarly to our hospitals, 
except family members always 
remained with the patient 
regardless of his problem. Their 
duty was to perform routine 
services since there was a shortage 
of personnel. The cost of a private 
room was 1 00 baht ($5) per day 
which included everything. 
However, the majority of the 
patients were indigent and paid any 
amount they could afford. 

The people were very cmious 
and eager to observe the doctors 
during rounds, especially the 
foreigner. I can never forget the 

· eyes following me during rounds or 
the noses pressed against the 
screens as the visitors looked on. I 
remember once performing the 
lumbar puncture to an audience of 
thirty . 

A typical day star.ted with · 
radiology conference, during which 
all the films from the previous day 
were .read. The number of 
tuberculosis cases was incredible , 
and unfortunately most of these · 
were. dischar~ed without treatment 
or plans for follow-up . There w~~ 
also a high incidence of kidney and' 

By BRUE HEAD 

bladder stones. It was not at all 
unusual to see these in fourteen or 
fifteen year olds. 

I made rounds each morning 
with the doctors on the pediatric, 
male and female medicine wards. 
All the doctors spoke some English, 
and most of them were fluent . The 
language barrier was very real for 
me, and the first several weeks 1 
concentrated on learning the words 
for various symptoms. I gradually 
became able to ask simple 
questions, but what patients ever 
answer with a simple yes or no? 

The doctors were always willing 
to explain to me what the patient 
had said if I had not followed . 
Toward the end of the summer I 
was able to follow some of what 
was being asked and the replies 
given. Some questions were so 
common that yousoon caught on. 

Each weekday afternoon I 
conducted English conversation 
courses for .several of the nurses . 
They could read and write English 
very well, but c0uld speak almost 
none . They had studied the English 
language in public school froin the 
age of ten years. Incidentally, the 
medical charts were recorded in 
English since it is very difficult to 
spell medical terms with the Thai 
alphabet. The nurses taught me 
Thai, and I was able to learn the 
alphabet and some very basic 
conversation. 

During the summer I had the 
opportunity to visit and work with 
one of the mobile helllth units 
which takes a team of doctors, 
dentists, nurses, and agricultural 
advisors to a remote village. The 
purpose was to give inoculations, 
provide counseling in disease 
prevention and sanitation methods, 
and encourage the people to come 
to the provincial hospitals for 
medical care. 

I was also given time to visit two 
·medical schools in Bangkok, Siriraj 
and Ramathibodi . It was especially 
interesting talking with medical 
students at these places and 
comparing curricula and attitudes. 
At Ramathibodi I visited with Dr. 
Vijitr Boonpucknavig who taught 
pathology to many of us in the 
junior and senior classes. He and his 
wife gave me a first class weekend 
tour of Bangkok. 

I was not the only foreigner at 
the hospital. There was an 
American laboratory technologist 
working in the hospital who had 
come to organize the labs and .train 
personnel. We two comprised the 
entire foreign community for miles 
around. The people in the village 
never quite accustomed themselves 
to having foreigners among them. 

We were always referred to as 
"farahng" the Tahi word meaning 
foreigner . 

When I first arrived at the 
hospital, I thought nothing of 
running . through . the grass or 
thickets. Then .one day someone 
casually mentioned having seen a 
cobra outside the lab! Of course, 
not wishing to show my ignorance, 
I merely smiled, but I never again 
stepped one foot off the 
well-trodden paths. 

The fat monkeys were truly 
fascinating. They lived about eleven 
kilometers north of Phrabuddhaba t. 
Sometimes they would get bored 
with life at home and decide to 
take a trip. So when a southbound 
bus would happen pass, one leap 
would put them onto the roof of 
the vehicle and the trip was begun. 
A few minutes later, arriving at the 
hospital, they would jump off and 
spend the day. At day's end, a leap 
onto the roof of a northbound bus 
would carry them home. Those 
were very smart monkeys. 

The hospital provided me with a 
small house in the adjacent village. 
My house had screens on all the 
windows, without which it would 
have been intolerable . I think those 
damn mosquitoes had a special 
delight for Western blood , and they 
could bite through your clothes! I 
took chloroquine while I was there 
and for several weeks afterwards. 

The house was built on stilts and 
had a living room, bedroom, and 
bathroom with running wa ter. I say 
there was running water, but this 
was really not all the time. The 
wells were usually pumped dry 
about 'ten in the morning, but 
sometimes as early as eight o'clock 
in the middle of a nice cold soapy 
shower. I also had electricity (again , 
most of the time), but it was the 
wrong kind or something, and I 
burnt out my ophthalmoscope one 
night when I tned to recharge the 
battery. 

The water supply came from 
shallow wells and was quite ciean, 
but the mineral content was too 
excessive for drinking . Rain water 
was collected in large pottery 
containers connected to roof 
drains . I naively assumed this water 
was boiled before drinking, until 
the morning I found several 
mosquito larvae wigglirig freely in . 
my drinking jug. After that, I 
boiled my own drinking water. 

There were billions of ants. All 
food not in cans had to be'kept on 
a special table with the legs 
submerged in ·a bowl of motor oil. 
You could use water, but you had 
to remember to keep the bowls 

. filled. Anyway, some of the damn 

ants could swim. They could 
actually eat holes in "!:Jaggies" if 
_they .contained food . They were 
even attracted' by the sweet 
smelling soaps, so you had to take 
care to rinse your wash well, or else 
the next day your clothes would be 
eaten up. 

Of course, food is always an 
interesting topic when talking 
about experiences in a foreign 
country . The food in Thailand was 
quite strange to me, and it was very 
hbt. Through the weeks I gradually 
increased my tolerance for it, and 
toward the end of the summer I 
had actually begun to enjoy eating 
some things. I ate most of my meals 
in the homes of the doctors and 
their families. This gave me the 
opportunity to sample many 
varities of Thai cooking and also to 
learn a great deal about the people 
and their culture. 

Some of the dishes I enjoyed 
were cooked clotted pigs' blood (of 
course , cut into bite-size dices), 
barbequed chicken fe et, fried fish 
stomach (especially good with beer, 
sort of like pretzels) , pigeon, roast 
duck, including the soup made 
from duck guts. Fish was the main 
source of protein for most of the 
people._ Many people ate the fish 
raw or after fermentation , but I was 
a bit more cautious. I also refused 
to eat raw fermented pork or beef 
and dried giant black cock roaches. 
Other good things were turtle eggs, 
partridge eggs, fish eggs, squid, and 
an endless variety of tropical fruits. 

Once in Bangkok at a Chinese 
restaurant I enjoyed birds' nest 
soup made from a secretion from 
the mouths of certain cave-dwelling 
birds. This secretion only costs 
twenty dollars an ounce, but the 
price was nothing considering the 
endowment of longevity which it 
brings to the connoisSeur. Anyway, 
I was the guest of a Chinese 
millionaire . We were also served 
soup prepared from shark gill 
cartilage. 

The cost of food was very 
inexpensive. One could purchase at 
the market enough beef for four for 
only eight baht (40 cents). You 
could eat in a restaurant with five 
or so persons for about fifty baht 
($2.50) , and thi s included 
everything. I think you can see that 
I was well fed during my summer in 
Thailand . 

The summer opportunity was the 
experience. of a lifetime. I saw some 
very interesting diseases, many of 
which I had never heard. There is 
not space to keep going, but I 
would welcome the opportunity to 
talk with anyone about . my 
experiences oar any of the diseases 
which I studied. 



December 22, 1969 

-!l 
PROCTOSCOPE 

Dear Scope, 
A while back my wife went to 

work for Talmadge Hospital and 
developed a, consuming interest in 
THE CADAVER,. Until that time 
she had a clean, pure mind - but 
now ... 

pect is that there will be enough 
volunteers to see this war at least 
through late 1971 . 

Specific inquiries should be ad
dressed to your local board, state 
headquarters, or national head
quarters. The address of the latter 
is 1745 F Street , N.W., Washington, 
D.C. 20435. 

* * * * * * 

PAGE 7 

Napoleon As An Historical Tool 

What with Dr. Greenblatt's witty 
and trenchant review of Napoleon's 
Zollinger-Ellison fresh in our minds, 
we were intrigued by the following 
report of- fact taken from the 5 
November, 1969 issue of~: 

described in the sale catalogue as '~a 

small, dried,-up object," a 
recommendation unlikely tQ, bring 
bidding to fever pitch. So it's been 
replaced in its box and returned to 
America, there to await an upturn 
in the market. Personally, we'd like 

TOOL OF HISTORY to see it put on· permanent 
Undoubtedly the saddest news exhibition at, say, the United 

item of the week: the fact that Nations, with a little card on its 
Napoleon's penis was withdrawn case reading: 
(sorry, that 's the auctionee rs' word, "Look on my works, ye mighty, 
not ours) from a sale at Christie 's and despair." -

Do you have any sugge~tions as 
to what I am to do now? 

because no one was willing to pay If nothing else, it might at least 
more than 17,000 pounds for it. A cut aspiring megalomaniacs down 

Dear Scope, b 'tt fi t f h. to s!'ze. · 1 er a e, even or somet mg 
There are a lot of'rumors about t---~----------...1...-------------

Anonymous Husband what will or will not be done to the 
Dear A. H., " long hairs" once they move to the 

And you're complaining? If you clinical years. What are the facts? 
don't feel up to it, just give us a B. J. 
buzz, and· vice-versa. 

* * * * * * 
Dear Scope, 

How will the new draft !ottNY 
system affect medical stu.<fe11ts? 

1). D. 

Dear D. D., 
Our lobby in Wash.jngton l The 

American Association of Medical 
Colleges, has as much information 
on this matter as anyone. They tell 
us that <;::ongress has seen fit to re
tain the old draft system for medical 
st\.ldents. Some lawmakers ha,ve 
advocated random selection of 
M.D.'s after graduation, but until 
then , it is business as usual with 
your local dra,ft board. / 

And yet, aQcording to the Decem
ber 5th issue of MEDICAL WORLD 
NEWS, there will be no doctor draft 
for the next two years. The pros-

Dear B. J., 
Most all ta,U~ on campus about 

this ma,tter is simple speculation. 
No one knows just how the clinical 
facu lty will accommodate styles 
which are more Cambridge than 
Aygus_ta . There are, however, .al
ready a few reactions. Several resi
dents have stated their refusal to 
have s1,1ch students on their service. 
011 the other hand , at least one of 
the offending students is planning 
to transfer. About the only sign of 
conciliation comes from Dr. Carl 
Jelenko . The first man to publicly 
criticize beards (CADAVER, Octo
ber 20) has now requested the 
surgery service to furnish Mayo 
masks to cover those galling hairs. 
This is probdbly one of the most 
honest and reasonable approaches 
so far to this issue. 
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-
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Curriculum Survey From Page One 

Forty seniors replied that required. Fo.rty-one answered that amount of clinical material at ' 
pediatrics should be required. obstetrics and 27 that psychiatry ETMH is inadequate for teaching, 
Forty-eight indicated that an should be required. while 13 said that it is adequate. 
emergency room course should be · Forty-six seniors felt ·that the Forty-nine of 62 seniors, or 
----------------L--------'--------~ · 79 .3%, preferred other hospitals 

(VA, UH, outside hospitals or 
combinations of these) to ETMH 
for offering educational 

A 
Fr«.vt~f'J/Dttto.. efrqt)~ H•i-O..VJ<A\c;-117cf 
~ ~;..u ~cr"e. to ~ .. ".:."'t '*'~.<d!t"'P. 

MIDWAY Barber Shop 
1807 Central A venue 

4 MASTER BARBERS 

Open 9:00 A. M. - 7:00 P. M. 
WE HAVE FAVORITE TONICS 

AND SHAVING NEEDS 

GARDELLE'S REXALL DRUGS 
PRESCRIPTIONS 

1431 Gwinnett Street 30902 .Phone 722-661'1 
AT THE UNIVERSITY 

MARKS SURGICAL 
SUPPLIES, INC. 

HOSPITAL, PHYSICIANS EQUIPMENT 

AND SUPPLIES . 

1815 15th Street Augusta, Geo.rgia 

opportunities. Only 7 seniors 
preferred ETMH to the others. 

· Four favored combinations of 
ETMH with other hospitals over the 
overs. Of 51 who had worked or 
taken courses at UH, 21 preferred 
the University Hospital to all 
others . Of 31 who had worked or 
taken courses in outside hospitals, 8 
preferred the outside hospitals over 
all others. Of 52 who had taken 
courses at the VA, 12 preferred the 
VA over all others. Eight preferred 
combinations of the other hospitals 
over ETMH. Two declined to 
answer. 

A comparison of University 
Hospital courses and externships 
with courses at ETMH showed 43 
to favor UH, while 1 preferred 
ETMH. Three felt that they were 
the same, and 15 did not answer. 

1464 WALTON WAY 
2510 PEAcH ORCHARD ROAD 

TOMPKI.NS 
MUSIC CO., INC. 

1g04 WALTON WAY 
AUGUST A, GEORGIA 

Ph. 736-2583 

• HAMMOND ORGANS 

• RCA • MAGNA VOX 

• EVERETT PIANOS 

Forty-four felt that externships 
at University Hospital should be 
limited to a certain time period , 
thereby allowing more students to 
occupy these highly prized and 
educational positions. Fourteen felt 
that this should not be done. 

The seniors were also asked to 
rank courses from ·o-10, 10 being 
the best grade. The results are as 
follows: 

Course Rank No. Stu. 

Cardiology (VA) 
Medicine Substit. 

9.3 10 

Internship 9.1 12 
Preceptorships 8.6 17 
Rheumatology 8.6 8 
Urology 8.5 17 
Hematology 8.3 6 
Neurology 8.1 8 
Gynecology 8.1 39 
GI (VA) 8.0 10 
Infectious Disease (VA) 8.0 4 
Medical Chest (VA) 8.0 8 
Renal Disease 8.0 4 
GI (ETMH) 7.9 11 
Dermatology 7.6 33 
Pediatrics 

(FortGordon) 7.4 19 
Endocrinology 7.2 20 
In f. Disease (ETMH) 7.2 5 

Psychiatry 7.2 47 
Cardiology 7.1 16 
Pediatrics 

Preceptorships 7.0 10 
Medical Chest (ETMH) 6.8 6 
Medicine Substit. 

Internship (VA) 6.8 4 
2 Month Surgery 

Sub specialties 6. 7 15 
Radiology 6.4 40 
Medicine Required 

Clerkship 5.6 60 
Orthopedic Surgery 5.3 16 
Surgery Required 

Clerkship 4.7 59 
Ophthalmology 4.6 13 
Perinatology 4.2 60 

(Included Ob. then) 
Pediatrics (ETMH) 2.4 23 
Obstetrics (UH) 9.7 3 
Neurology (Walter Reed) 

(Walter Reed) 10.0 
Ob. Ext. (UH) 9.0 
Obstetrics (ETMH) 9.0 2 
ENT (Fort Gordon) 10.0 1 

Some students did not choose to 
answer all the questions, but it is 
felt · that the 62 returns offer an 
excellent random sample of the 
en tire class. 
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